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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to examine the joint effect of the surface size and distance to the center of frontlabel
claims on the visual attention and emotional response of consumers. Data for this study were collected from
42 shoppers from a leading retail chain in the United Kingdom. Visual attention is measured using an eye-tracking
method, while emotional responses were measured by electrodermal activity, a common indicator of autonomic
nervous system. Our research reveals that, for claims located close to the center of the label, increases in surface
size compensate for the attention loss associated with moving the claim further off-center. However, for peripheral
product claims, an increase in surface size is insufficient to compensate for attention loss resulting from moving the
claims further away. In relation to customer emotions, the study finds more positive emotional responses for
smaller but relatively central claims compared to claims that are larger but relatively distant from the center.
Based on our findings, it is recommended that companies insert claims about new or distinctive product attributes
near the central position of a label (not too far from the ingredients), even if when this necessitates a smaller claim
surface size. Larger claims displayed in non-central positions are likely to elicit both lower levels of visual
attention and also less positive emotional responses. This work adds value to the literature by studying the joint
effect of surface size and distance-to-center of front-label claims using an eye-tracking methodology to measure
visual attention and nonconscious measures of customers’ emotions.
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INTRODUCTION
For consumer-packaged goods, for which most
of purchase decisions are unplanned and made at
the point of sale [1], advertising new and distinctive product attributes on the front label of products
is a common strategy aimed at capturing consumer’s attention [2], and influencing product choice
[3], [4]. Despite the widespread use of this practice,
research has shown that the mere presence of a
product claim on the front of a package does not
ensure that such claim will catch the attention of
customers [5]. Since individuals’ attention is selective, it is possible that in the limited time that prospective consumers invest in browsing products
on a store shelf, they selectively attend to some of
the information provided in the product label and
ignore the rest [6], [7]. It is therefore important to
design front-label product claims that capture consumers’ attention.
Extant research on label design has shown that
the surface size of a front-label product claim is an
important predictor of customer’s attention. Thus,
the bigger the surface size of the claim, the more
effective in capturing attention [8], [9]. However,
although the main effect of a claim’s surface size
on attention is clear [10], very few studies have
examined its interaction effects with other claim’s
design characteristics (e.g., position, color, shape),
thus neglecting potential synergistic effects of combining several attributes. An exception is Peschel et
al. [4] who examine the combined effect of a claim’s
surface size and saliency on attention capture. To
address this research gap, the first objective of
this research is to examine the interaction effect of
surface size and distance-to-center of front-label
claims on visual attention. Although a few studies
so far have analyzed how these two factors influence attention [9], existing research is limited to
main effects of either surface size or distance-tocenter and, to our knowledge, no research to date

has examined their combined effect. This, however,
is an important topic with high managerial relevance. Thus, as the center of a front label is often
populated with information on the product ingredients and brand name [11], [12], when inserting a
new product claim on a product front-label, consumer-packaged firms often have to make trade-offs
between the claim’s surface size and its position on
the label. For example, firms may have to choose
between a small-in-size product claim displayed on
a visually central position on the front label, or a
bigger-in-size claim displayed further away from
the center of the label. Thus, a relevant research
question becomes how a claim’s surface size and
distance to center, together, affect consumer’s visual
attention. In this study, visual attention is measured
using an eye-tracking methodology. Recent studies
demonstrate that eye-tracking methodology is
adequate for examining how package features affect
visual attention [13], [14].
As important as it is to measure the impact of
front-label claim’s design characteristics on visual
attention, recent studies have acknowledged that
customers also rely on their emotions to make purchases [15]. To present, available literature on the
impact of label features on customers’ emotions is
scant with a few empirical studies examining emotional responses evoked by various label design
elements such as color, typefaces and images [16],
[17], [14]. Thus, a second objective of this study is
to add new insights into this field by examining the
effects of claim’s surface size and position-to-center
on customers’ emotions. In this study, we use nonconscious measures of customers emotions. This is
a departure from previous studies which predominately relied on self-reports (conscious) to measure
emotional responses to packages and label designs.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Visual attention is a selective mechanism for
determining the degree to which customers focus
on a specific stimulus within their range of exposure
[18]. Research differentiates between two types of
visual attention: goal-directed attention and stimulus-driven attention. Goal-driven attention is influenced by factors pertaining to the consumer and
their individual preferences, goals, mood or task
instructions factors, while stimulus-driven attention is mostly determined by visual stimuli design
factors such as surface size, position, color, shape
[1], [13]. This paper focuses on stimulus-driven
attention and in doing so it examines the effects of
two bottom-up factors, mainly claim’s surface size
and distance to center.
Within the label design literature there is a
strong support for a positive effect of surface size
on visual attention, that is, large objects are more
efficient in capturing attention [8], [9], [10]. Among
the theoretical arguments that have been given to
explain why surface size increments are associated
with greater attention, Lohse [19]’s theory proposes
that the size of an object determines the number
of fixations landing on the object. Based on this
theory, the larger the object the higher the number
of fixations it receives. A different explanation is
rooted on the view of surface size as a dimension of
saliency [20]. Visual saliency is as a distinct subjective perceptual quality that makes certain objects
in an image stand out from their surroundings and
catch a viewer’s attention. Objects that are salient
attract attention and suggest a greater interest to the
viewer [21]. Based on this theory, size increments
affect attention through visual saliency, that is, size
increments lead to greater saliency which in turn
has a positive effect on attention [20].
Unlike with surface size, within the label design
literature, empirical research on the effect of a claim’s
distance to center on attention has been very limited.

One exception, however, is Peschel and Orquin [9],
who developed a theoretical model suggesting that
an object’s strength to attract attention depends not
only on its size but also on the object’s distance to
the center of the visual scene. The assumption is that
attention to an object would deteriorate as the object
recedes from its central location. The loss of attention is a consequence of diminishing visual acuity
in retinal eccentricity [9]. Peschel and Orquin’s [9]
empirical study provided support for a negative
effect of distance to center on attention.
Notwithstanding existing efforts, research on
the effects of surface size and distance to center on
attention is limited insofar as it only examines each
of these effects separately. To bridge the existing theoretical gap, the primary objective of this study is to
examine the interaction effect of claim’s surface size
and claim’s position on visual attention. In particular, we test whether an increase in a claim’s surface
size can compensate for the loss in attention that
may result from shifting a claim to a non-central
position in the label. To measure visual attention, we
use eye tracking technique. Eye tracking technique
is widely accepted as a valuable method for studying
visual attention [22]. This technique offers an objective and physiological response captured from individuals’ eye movements. Eye tracking studies have
experienced a rapid expansion in marketing research
since visual attention is a vital channel to recognize
a stimulus (e.g., a claim on a label) [23].
The secondary objective of this study is to
examine the effects of a claim’s surface size and
distance to center on consumer emotions. Consumer’s emotional reactions can be measured with two
different types of methods: conscious, self-report
measures and nonconscious measures. While the
first type of measures seizes the introspective reasoning about experienced emotions, the nonconscious measures capture changes in the autonomic
nervous system (ANS), the part of the nervous
system responsible for controlling bodily functions
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such as respiration and heart rate [24]. The current
study uses ANS measures of customer emotions.
Contrary to self-reported measures, ANS measures
allow to assess the more spontaneous, less conscious or automatic part of a response, focusing on
emotional reactions that are not affected by cognitive processes [25], [14]. In particular, we measure
a fairly common indicator of ANS activity mainly,
electrodermal activity (EDA), which refers to the
variation in the electrical properties of the skin due
to the action of the sweat glands [24]. EDA has been
considered a valid measure of emotional reaction or
arousal in the literature [26].
Empirical evidence on the effect of label design
on EDA is very limited. In marketing research, the
majority of studies on EDA responses have focused
on advertising [27], store environments [28] and
product taste [25]. Although a few studies have
been conducted on the effect of packaging on EDA
[29], [17], findings from these studies reveal no significant differences. Thus, a question remains as to
whether EDA responses are sensitive and specific
enough to assess subtle manipulations on label
designs. This study seeks to add new insights into
this issue by assessing how changes in a claim’s
surface size and distance to center alters consumers’ nonconscious (EDA) emotional responses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample and description of the stimuli
The product category chosen for our empirical
study was smoothies, i.e., a drink made of fruits and
vegetables sometimes pureed with milk, yoghurt or
ice cream. This product is adequate for our research
for two reasons. First, smoothie purchases are made
with a limited cognitive effort directly at the point
of sale (low involvement context) [30], and thus,
packaging plays a critical role in capturing buyers’
attention. Second, it has been shown that label

information (e.g., nutritional value, ingredients),
influence customers’ purchases of smoothies [31].
Data for the study were obtained from 42
shoppers from a well-known retail chain in Great
Britain. The participants were recruited by a
recruitment agency. Study’s participants were 48%
men and 52% females; 45.5% were single whereas
54.5% reported to be in a relationship; 50% were
between 30-35 years of age and the other 50% were
between 35-45 years of age.
The claim used for the empirical study was
“cold pressed”. Cold pressed refers to a specific
method to extract juice from fruit and vegetables
without compromising the nutrients’ quality. The
cold pressed claim had a medium degree of familiarity in the British market at the time of the data
collection, which permitted us to rule out longer
visual search times due to low familiarity [32],
[1]. Of the two most frequently used packages for
smoothies (pet and carton), we chose pet for our
empirical testing.
Finally, four different label layouts were created
for this study by a professional graphic designer
changing the surface size and location of the claim.
As shown in Figure 1, from A to D, the surface
size of the claim was progressively augmented,
and the location of the claim was moved from the
central part to the top part of the label. The combination of large surface size and central position
was excluded from the study as it was not deemed
viable. In this study, the “cold pressed” claim was
moved to the top of the label rather to the bottom
based on literature which indicates that information located nearer to the top of the label receives
more attention from consumers [33]. Information
related to the ingredients was included on a visually
central position as this is the main type of information consumers look for in a label [11]. Brand and
ingredients were displayed using a format similar
to that used by the majority of smoothie brands in
the marketplace. Except for claim surface size and
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position on the label, all the other elements of the
packages, i.e. size, shape, color, typography, brand
and ingredients, were held constant across the four
packages. Extra information, verbal or visual, was
omitted based on research suggesting that consumers tend to pay less attention to specific product
claims shown in a label in more cluttered contexts
[34]. Green color was selected for the packages
because research suggests that this color offers a
more natural and healthy image [35].
Gathering information 		
procedure and apparatus
The gathering of information was carried out
under laboratory conditions. In particular, the
experiment was conducted in a room in which
the temperature was maintained at a constant 23
degrees Celsius by air conditioning. Artificial light

was used to maintain the same light intensity. Participants were informed that they had to look at the
screen of a computer attentively and that they were
going to be shown a series of images. No information was provided as to the number and nature of the
images to be shown. Prior to visualizing the stimuli,
a white cross was shown on the center of the screen
to ensure that all participants began the test by
focusing their attention on the center of the screen.
An unobtrusive eye tracker that was capable
of recording the position of the eyes at a sampling
rate of 30 Hz (Tobii X2-30 Compact) was used to
assess the participants’ visual fixations. Fixations
are brief periods during which the eyes remain relatively stationary and information is perceived.
They are recognized as the main parameter when it
comes to assessing where a consumer’s attention is
being focused [36]. This device allows participants

Research stimuli

Fig. 1: Note: The brand name (the private brand of the British retail chain) has been covered over to
ensure anonymity.
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to make head movements, and to move freely and
naturally in front of the screen, within an imaginary
box in which they can move their head and still be
tracked by the device. Participants were exposed to
individual products for a fixed time of two seconds.
Participants’ nonconscious emotional response
was measured by electrodermal activity (EDA).
Two different types of sensors were used. The first
sensor consisted of a pair of low-voltage electrodes
placed on two fingers of each subject’s left hand
that measured variations in skin resistance. The
second sensor was a photoplethysmographic device
designed to measure variations in the absorption of
infrared light (wavelength of 950 nm) at the subjects’
left index fingers. The testing equipment was
supplied by Bitbrain Technologies S.L. A software
(Sennslab®) developed by the same firm was used to
design the protocols for the study, record physiological responses and ensure that the intervals at which
sensor devices recorded this activity were perfectly
synchronized with the images shown to study participants. EDA signals were recorded for six seconds.
Dependent measures
Three types of measures provided data for the
analysis. First, we examined the heatmaps from the
eye-tracking study, one for each of the label designs
used. Heatmaps show how visual attention is distributed with a color-coded map superimposed on
the stimulus. In particular, it shows the number of
fixations in a particular area of the package.
EDA signals were adjusted to track the main
two facets of participants’ nonconscious emotional
states while viewing content. Skin conductance
level (SCL) or tonic arousal, refers to a state of consciousness that changes slowly due to long-lasting
or extremely intensive stimuli. Skin conductance
response (SCR) or phasic arousal refers to a quick
and momentary response elicited by an external
event [24]. Tonic and phasic arousal were converted, respectively, into two measures of emotional

attention called activation and impact. The activation variable measures the stress or relaxation level
that the task produces. Score from this variable
range from -100 to +100; a score of 100 indicates
a very stressful task and a score of -100 suggests
a very relaxing task. Impact measurement, on the
other hand, captures the level of emotional intensity
generated by a stimulus. Here, a score of 0 reads as
unremarkable or ordinary, whereas a score of +100
suggests that the stimulus is perceived as striking.
Average scores were calculated for activation and
impact measurements.
Results
Visual inspection of the heatmaps in Figure 2
reveals that participants’ eye movements are not
random. As shown, when looking at each label, participants paid the most attention to the ingredients
information located in the center of the package.
Furthermore, the heatmaps suggest that label B
is the label design where the claim ‘cold pressed’
was most watched. As shown, the cold-pressed
claim received more visual attention (i.e., dark red
is observed on the claim) in label B than in labels
A, C and D. Comparing A to B, it is observed that
in label B, the cold-pressed claim, which appears
a bit more distant yet larger, receives more attention than in label A, in which this claim is featured
more centered but smaller. However, as the claim
recedes further from its central location (i.e., labels
C and D), increases in surface size do not seem
enough to maintain visual attention. Thus, according to the heatmaps, the cold-pressed claim in labels
C and D, albeit bigger in size, received less attention
than in label B. Overall, the current results provide
a more complex picture of the combined effect of
surface size and distance-to-center on visual attention than what was initially anticipated. Overall,
our results suggest two different patterns for the
interaction effect of surface size and distance-tocenter depending on where the front-label claim is
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displayed relative to the center of the label. Thus,
the data suggest that for claims placed on relatively
central positions (i.e., labels A and B), increases
in surface size seem to be capable of compensating for the attention loss associated with a decision
to move the claim further off the center. Nevertheless, beyond a certain distance from the center of
the label, increments in surface size do not seem

enough to compensate for the attention loss resulting from moving a claim further away from its
original position.
As per participants’ emotional responses, Table
1 reports the average activation and average impact
scores for each of the four label designs. Also,
included in this table are the significance levels of
the tests of differences between means that were
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conducted to check for statistically significant differences among the average activation and average
impact scores of the four label designs1. Data on
average activation suggest that participants perceived labels A and B as more relaxing (versus
stressful) than labels C and D. Thus, although label
B has a lower average activation score than label A,
results of the difference between means test revealed
no significant differences between these two values.
The average activation score of label B was however
statistically significantly lower than those of label C
(p<0.1) and label D (p<0.05). No significant differences were found between labels C and D. Data on
average impact suggest that labels A and B were perceived as more exciting (versus boring) than labels C
and D. Thus, average impact scores of labels A and
B are statistically significantly higher than those of
label C. Results of the differences between means
tests showed significant differences between labels
A and C (p<0.05) and B and C (p<0.1) yet, no significant differences were found between labels A and

B, and between labels C and D. Taken together these
results suggest that labels that display a smaller but
relatively more central claim (i.e., labels A and B)
were perceived as more relaxing and striking than
labels with a larger but distant-from-the-center claim
(e.g., labels C and D).

DISCUSSION
Package is an important communication
channel between the firm and their customers as it
allows firms to communicate new and distinctive
features of their products. Package is particularly
relevant for consumer-packaged goods for which
the majority of decisions are adopted at the point
of sale. For these products, the use of front-label
product claims to advertise new and distinctive
attributes of the product is decisive in influencing
customer attention, evaluations and product choice
[14]. Yet, for front-label claims to be effective,

Because of the study’s low sample size, a post-hoc power analyses were completed to determine the p-values
for the statistical analyses included in the study. Power calculations were conducted using the G*POWER
computer software based on conventional values for medium effect sizes. The power analyses revealed low
statistical power for an alpha-level of 5%. Accordingly, an alpha-level of 10% is used in this research.
1
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consumer-packaged firms must ensure that such
claims are designed and displayed in a way that
would invariably capture consumer’s attention
and elicit positive emotional responses. Against
this backdrop, it is believed that findings from the
current study are relevant insofar as they reveal the
effects of two claim characteristics, surface size and
distance-to center on individuals’ visual attention
and emotional response.
Regarding visual attention, it is believed that
findings from this study introduce a higher level
of nuisance into the discussion of the effects of
claim’s surface size and position-to-center on customers’ visual attention. Thus, research to date
has suggested that increases in a claim’s surface
size can help offset the loss of attention that results
from shifting objects from a central to a non-central location [37]. Findings from this study show,
however, a more fine-grained pattern. In particular, our results reveal that, for claims located close
to the center of the label, increases in surface size
seem capable of compensating for the attention
loss associated with moving the claim further off
the center. Nevertheless, beyond a certain distanceto-center, increments in surface size do not seem
salient enough to compensate for the attention loss
associated with a longer distance to center and thus
do not capture visual attention.
In relation to customer emotions, the study’s
findings provide a novel contribution toward understanding the impact of front-label claims on customer
emotions by examining the joint effect on a claim’s
surface size and distance to center on unconscious
emotional responses (EDA). This is an important
departure from previous studies which predominately rely on self-reports (conscious) to measure
emotional responses to packages and label designs
[38]. Regarding this topic, the study’s results reveal
a more positive emotional response for smaller but
relatively central claims compared to larger but relatively distant-to-the-center claims. Thus, results

showed that labels A and B, which displayed smaller
but relatively more central claims were perceived as
more relaxing and more striking than labels C and
D, with larger but further distant from the center
claims. Also, in this study, we found significant differences for both average activation and average
impact among the four label designs. We feel that
this, in itself, is a significant finding as it suggests
that these variables are sensitive and specific enough
to assess subtle manipulations on label designs
which, in turn, lends support to the usage of nonconscious measures to assess consumers’ emotions.
Limitations and future research lines
This research has several weaknesses which
future research in this area should consider. First,
data from this study were garnered in a laboratory
environment. Therefore, it is important to further
assess the external validity of our findings for real
store environments. In this respect, Mileti et al. [39]
recommend the use of nanodevices (i.e., miniaturized, portable, non-intrusive and wireless devices)
to carry out noninvasive and nonintrusive experiments in real store environments and monitor consumers’ emotional states in real time. Second, data
were collected from a relatively small number of
participants. Although the use of small samples
is a standard practice in neuromarketing studies
[40], [41], [42], for the purpose of generalization, it
is suggested that future research includes a higher
number of participants [42]. Third, our eye fixations
data analysis was not based on formally defined
areas of interest over certain parts of a label (e.g.,
claim, ingredients, brand). Instead, we conducted
a visual analysis of the distribution of fixations on
the labels based on heatmaps. It is recommended
that future research set specific areas of interest in
advance. Fourth, our results provide insights into
the joint effect of front-label claims’ surface size
and distance-to-center on customers’ visual attention and emotional response without considering the
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